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Abstract—Cardiovascular disease has been the number one 

illness to cause death in the world for years. As information 

technology develops, many researchers have conducted studies on 

a computer-assisted diagnosis for heart disease. Predicting heart 

disease using a computer-assisted system can reduce time and 

costs. Feature selection can be used to choose the most relevant 

variables for heart disease. It includes filter, wrapper, embedded, 

and hybrid. The filter method excels in computation speed. The 

wrapper and embedded methods consider feature dependencies 

and interact with classifiers. The hybrid method takes advantage 

of several methods. Classification is a data mining technique to 

predict heart disease. It includes traditional machine learning, 

ensemble learning, hybrid, and deep learning. Traditional 

machine learning uses a specific algorithm. The ensemble learning 

combines the predictions of multiple classifiers to improve the 

performance of a single classifier. The hybrid approach combines 

some techniques and takes advantage of each method. Deep 

learning does not require a predetermined feature engineering. 

This research provides an overview of feature selection and 

classification methods for the prediction of heart disease in the last 

ten years. Thus, it can be used as a reference in choosing a method 

for heart disease prediction for future research. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death in the 

world. It is a disease that is related to the condition of the heart 

and blood vessels. The risk factors for heart disease include 

raised blood pressure, raised blood glucose, raised blood fat, 

and obesity [1]. Early detection of heart disease can be helpful 

for patients to get early treatment. Along with the development 

of information technology, researchers have developed a 

computer-assisted diagnosis system for heart disease. 

Predicting heart disease using a computer-assisted system can 

help in reducing the patient's waiting times and costs [2].  

In order to choose the most relevant variables for heart 

disease, a feature selection method can be used [3]. Feature 

selection removes irrelevant, redundant, and noisy data; 

thereby, it can reduce storage, computational costs and avoid a 

decrease in learning algorithm performance [4]. Besides 

removing excessive features, feature selection also aims to 

improve prediction accuracy and reduce analysis time [5]. 

Feature selection approaches include filter, wrapper, 

embedded, and hybrid. 

Classification requires the use of machine learning to predict 

data instances included in certain group members [6]. The 

classification uses training data to build the prediction model; 

then, the resulting model is used to predict the problem using 

the test data [7]. Several classification approaches have been 

applied to the heart disease dataset for predicting heart disease, 

including traditional machine learning, ensemble learning, 

hybrid, and deep learning. 

The purpose of this study is to give an overview of the 

advantages and disadvantages of the feature selection method 

and to review the performance of several classification 

methods. Thus, beginners can study and choose a suitable 

method for the prediction of heart disease. This research is 

organized as follows. First, feature selection approaches for the 

prediction of heart disease are presented in Section II. 

Secondly, classification approaches for predicting heart disease 

are presented in Section III. Finally, Section IV concludes the 

topics that have been discussed.  

II. FEATURE SELECTION APPROACHES FOR HEART DISEASE 

PREDICTION 

Feature selection is a pre-processing technique in data 

mining to select relevant features and reduce data by removing 

unnecessary and redundant attributes from the dataset [7]. The 

purpose of feature selection is to get better prediction 

performance, accelerate the prediction process, reduce costs, 

and understand the process of generating data better [8]. The 

researchers have implemented various feature selection 

approaches to obtain optimal prediction results. There are 

several feature selection categories, namely filter, wrapper, 

embedded, and hybrid. 

A. Filter 

The filter method selects variables based on rank and 

removes variables that are below the threshold [9]. This method 

uses ranking technique criteria since it is simple and produces 

relevant features [10]. The advantage of the filter method is that 

it is fast, scalable to large datasets, and independent [11]. The 

drawback of the filter method includes ignoring feature 

dependencies and lacking interaction with the classifier [12]. It 

considers features separately, which leads to reduce the 

classification performance. 

The information gain [13] selects features by sorting the 

weight of the feature using maximum entropy. In the 

experiment of heart disease classification using information 

gain feature selection and neural network, the classifier 

achieved training accuracy of 89.56% and validation accuracy 

of 80.99% [13]. Information gain can decrease the complexity 

of the model, increase computational efficiency, and improve 

prediction accuracy. However, information gain is not suitable 

to be applied to attributes with a large number of distinct values. 
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ReliefF [14] is a filter-based feature selection that chooses 

features by a high-quality rank score. On the Statlog heart 

dataset, using ReliefF and Support Vector Machine (SVM) to 

predict heart disease produced an accuracy of 84.81% [14]. It 

can shorten the processing time of some classifiers, such as K-

Nearest Neighbor (K-NN), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), and 

Support Vector Machine (SVM). ReliefF improves the basic 

Relief in solving noise problems more reliably. Furthermore, it 

is preferable on the voluminous database than the wrapper 

method since it is faster in execution. 

Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance Feature 

Selection (MRMR) [15] produces feature selection in the form 

of weights. Features are ranked by selecting a subset of features 

based on their weightiness and similarity. The heart disease 

prediction experiment using MRMR and SVM achieved an 

accuracy of 84.85% [15]. MRMR solves the problem of feature 

set redundancy that occurs in a simple ranking approach 

because of the correlated features. MRMR can choose features 

that are the most relevant to the target class and are minimally 

redundant to themselves. 

Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) filter-based feature 

selection [16] adapts the general filter method and enhances it 

with the cuckoo-inspired algorithms. It is inspired by the age of 

the cuckoo birds. The heart disease prediction using CSA and 

SVM achieved an accuracy of 89.90% on the Eric dataset, 

94.22% on the Hungarian dataset, 94% on the Statlog dataset, 

and 90% on the Z-Alizadeh Sani dataset [16]. While on the 

echocardiogram dataset, heart disease prediction using CSA 

and Naïve Bayes achieved the highest accuracy of 100% [16]. 

CSA filter-based can reduce the features and improve the heart 

disease prediction accuracy. However, there is no dependency 

between the selected features. As such, a Cuckoo Search 

Algorithm (CSA) based on wrapper can be developed to 

increase the dependability of features. 

B. Wrapper 

The wrapper method generates a subset of features using a 

search technique and evaluates the subset using a supervised 

learning algorithm in terms of misclassification and accuracy 

[17]. Wrapper resolves the problems in the filter method. It can 

interact with the classifier and think of dependencies between 

features [11]. The process of wrapper feature selection is 

optimized for the classification algorithm used. Therefore, 

generally, it results in better performance accuracy over the 

filter method.  However, this method is computationally 

expensive and more complex than the filter method and tends 

to over-fitting in small training datasets [7]. 

Genetic Algorithm (GA) [18] explores the subset space set 

to get features that maximize prediction accuracy and minimize 

irrelevant attributes. Genetic Algorithm (GA) is inspired by the 

process of natural selection. There are five essential problems 

in the GA, namely chromosome encoding, selection 

mechanisms, fitness evaluation, genetic operators, and criteria 

to stop the GA. Using GA and Linear Discriminant Analysis 

(LDA) on the Cleveland heart disease dataset achieved an 

accuracy of 89.07% for binary class and 67.22% for multiclass 

[18]. Genetic Algorithm (GA) feature selection can improve 

classification accuracy both in binary class and multiclass for 

the prediction of heart disease. A Genetic Algorithm can 

manage a dataset with many features, but it is computationally 

expensive since each individual evaluation requires model 

training. 

Forward selection [19] begins with a blank set of features, 

then selects features by adding variables one by one until it 

meets certain criteria. In the heart disease prediction research 

using forward selection and K-NN classifier, the prediction 

accuracy improved up to 78.66% compared to the K-NN 

without forward selection, which yielded an accuracy of 

73.44% [19]. Forward selection can select the most significant 

features and improve the prediction accuracy, but the features 

that have been selected in the previous step cannot be removed. 

Sequential Backward Selection (SBS) [20] concludes the 

feature space to be a feature subspace with low classifier 

performance latency. SBS sequentially removes features based 

on the objective function of all features until there are enough 

features in the new feature subspace. An experiment using SBS 

feature selection and K-NN classifier produced an accuracy of 

90% in predicting heart disease [20]. The drawback of SBS is 

that it cannot reconsider a feature that has been removed from 

the feature subset.  

C. Embedded 

The embedded method looks for a subset of features that are 

optimal for a specific classification algorithm when building a 

classifier [21]. The embedded method can interact with the 

classifier, pay attention to dependencies between features, and 

has better computational complexity than the wrapper [12]. The 

embedded method is computationally cost-effective and less 

over-fitting than the wrapper method; however, it is 

computationally costlier than the filter method. This method 

makes decisions depending on the classifier, so the choice of 

features is influenced by the classifier hypothesis and not 

suitable with some other classifiers [7].  

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [22] is a simulation of the 

human brain using experiential learning. Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN) feature selection performs feature removal 

several times until the model with the selected subset of 

features achieves optimal results. In the study, a multilayer 

perceptron neural network was used for selecting features from 

the Ischemic heart dataset, and a neural network was used to 

classify the heart disease, which yielded training accuracy of 

89.4% and testing accuracy of 82.2% [22]. This method is able 

to get optimal features, which can help in optimizing certain 

learning algorithms. However, this method performs the 

selection of features in iterations, which is unsuitable for 

voluminous data since it can be computationally costlier. 

The decision tree [23] allows adding or removing attributes 

to get better results and accuracy. The heart disease prediction 

model using the gain ratio in the decision tree feature selection 

and decision tree classifier achieved an accuracy of 85% [23]. 

This method chooses the separation attribute that minimizes the 

entropy value, thereby maximizing the information gain. The 

benefit of this method is it gives structural information of the 

features, so it can detect features that are important for 

classification. However, this method depends on a certain 

learning algorithm. 
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Support Vector Machine-Recursive Feature Elimination 

(SVM-RFE) [24] eliminates one feature at a time using 

sequential backward elimination. The first features to remove 

include the noise, redundancy, or irrelevant feature; the last 

feature to remove is the most relevant feature. The heart disease 

prediction using SVM-RFE and Principal Component 

Analysis-Support Vector Machine (PCA-SVM) yielded an 

accuracy of 88.24% [24]. This method can improve heart 

disease prediction accuracy by reducing redundant information. 

However, it is a greedy method that tries to find the best 

possible combination for classification by removing the worst 

features one by one. The features that are removed earlier when 

combined with other features might provide a significant 

performance improvement. 

Variable Precision Rough Set (VPRS) [3] is an extension of 

the classical rough set. VPRS feature selection with the 

combination VPRS and Repeated Incremental Pruning Error 

Reduction (RIPPER) classifier in the Cleveland heart disease 

dataset yielded an accuracy of 88.89% [3]. However, VPRS 

feature selection with VPRS or RIPPER classifier individually 

results in lower accuracy. This method can find the optimal 

features for classification and interact with the classifier, but 

only suitable for certain classifiers. 

D. Hybrid 

The hybrid method combines several feature selection 

approaches and exploits the advantages of each approach to get 

optimal results. The hybrid method that is widely used is a 

combination of filter and wrapper. Combining filter and 

wrapper can help to improve filter accuracy and reduce wrapper 

processing time [25]. The hybrid method has a better 

performance accuracy than a filter, less computational 

complexity, and less over-fitting compared to a wrapper, but 

only matches certain classifiers [12].  

Particle Swarm Optimization-Support Vector Machine 

(PSO-SVM) [26] uses the diversity function and tuning 

function to maintain algorithm consistency. In the experiment 

using the Cleveland heart disease dataset, the PSO-SVM 

feature selection with SVM classifiers has better performance 

than using traditional PSO feature selection, which yielded an 

accuracy of 88.22% [26]. This method has a good 

computational accuracy and produces high classification 

accuracy, but the performance depends on the classifier used. 

Hybrid ReliefF and Rough Set (RFRS) [27] extracts features 

utilizing the ReliefF algorithm and reduces features using the 

Rough Set heuristic reduction algorithm. In the experiment 

using the Statlog heart dataset, RFRS feature selection with 

ensemble classifier produced an accuracy of 92.59% [27]. The 

weakness of this method is that the parameter for the ReliefF 

algorithm is unstable. This method can take the benefits of the 

two feature selection approaches to produce the best results. 

The advantages of this method include removing redundant 

features effectively, accelerating the Rough Set reduction 

process, reducing the number of reductions, and improving 

reduction quality. 

A combination of SVM-RFE and gain-ratio [28] is used to 

improve accuracy and reduce computing time. The SVM-RFE 

results and the gain-ratio are combined to calculate the final 

feature weights. Features with a weight above the threshold are 

selected as the last feature set. In the research of predicting 

heart disease, combination SVM-RFE and gain ratio and Naïve 

Bayes classifier achieved optimal results with an accuracy of 

84.1584% when using ten features [28]. Random Forest 

classifier yielded an accuracy of 84.1604% with 12 features 

[28]. This method can decrease the complexity of the model 

and improve prediction accuracy. 

The summary of feature selection approaches for the 

prediction of heart disease, the merits and demerits of the 

approaches can be seen in Table I. 

III. CLASSIFICATION APPROACHES FOR THE PREDICTION OF 

HEART DISEASE 

Classification is a data mining task that is often used in 

healthcare, one of which is to predict disease [29]. There are 

two steps in classification; the first step is the learning step 

where the model is built and trained using training data that has 

TABLE I 

SUMMARY OF FEATURE SELECTION APPROACHES FOR PREDICTION OF HEART 

DISEASE 

Approach Merits Demerits 

Filter 

• Computationally 

efficient 

• Computationally 

cheap 

• Scalable to a large 

dataset 

• Independent 

• Low complexity 

• Ignore feature 

dependencies 

• Ignore interaction 

with classifier 

Wrapper 

• Better performance 

accuracy than filter 

• Interact with 

classifier 

• Consider feature 

dependencies 

• Computationally 

expensive 

• Computationally 

complex 

• Prone to over-

fitting in the small 

training dataset 

Embedded 

• Interact with 

classifier 

• Consider feature 

dependencies 

• Computational 

complexity is better 

than a wrapper 

• Computationally 

inexpensive than a 

wrapper 

• Less over-fitting 

compared to a 

wrapper 

• Classifier specific 

• Computationally 

costlier than filter 

Hybrid 

• Performance 

accuracy is better 

than filter 

• Less computational 

complexity than a 

wrapper 

• Less over-fitting than 

a wrapper 

• Classifier specific 
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been determined with class labels, and the second step is the 

classification in which the model is used to predict class labels 

for test data to estimate the accuracy of the classifier model 

[30]. Many researchers have conducted a study on predicting 

heart disease using various classification approaches, including 

traditional machine learning, ensemble learning, hybrid 

approach, and deep learning. 

A. Traditional Machine Learning 

Traditional machine learning learns from the data using a 

specific algorithm to make a prediction. Several traditional 

machine learning techniques have been applied for predicting 

heart disease, such as decision tree, neural network, Support 

Vector Machine (SVM), naïve Bayes, and K-Nearest Neighbor 

(K-NN) [26], [31]-[34]. The traditional machine learning 

techniques work well in heart disease prediction. However, 

each technique also has its shortcomings.  

A decision tree was implemented on heart disease prediction 

[31]. The decision tree builds classification models in a tree 

structure. A decision tree divides the dataset into subsets, and 

at the same time, the related decision tree is built gradually. In 

the experiment of heart disease prediction, the decision tree 

yielded an accuracy of 98.28% [31]. A decision tree is 

computationally inexpensive; it can quickly construct a model 

even on a large training set. This method is easy to understand 

but unstable because slight changes to the data will have a large 

effect on the decision tree structure.  

A neural network was used on heart disease prediction [32]. 

The methodology selects the important variables related to 

heart disease, then builds a neural network model using the 

training dataset and uses the model to predict heart disease 

using the testing dataset. Using a neural network with the 

selected features generated by logistic regression produced 

accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of 84%, 91.4%, 77.5%, 

respectively [32]. The limitations of this method are the black-

box problem, which makes it difficult to explain where the 

output comes from, and it is prone to over-fitting. The 

advantages include needing less formal statistical training to 

develop, detecting all possible interactions between predictor 

variables, and discovering complex relationships between 

dependent and independent variables. 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) was applied in predicting 

heart disease [26]. SVM can generate an optimal hyperplane to 

classify new instances using labeled training data. The 

experiment on the Cleveland heart disease dataset using SVM 

with selected features generated by PSO-SVM yielded an 

accuracy of 88.22% [26]. SVM is a stable model that a small 

change of the data does not really affect the hyperplane. It also 

provides flexibility using the concept of kernels and has a good 

generalization. However, it is not suitable for a large dataset; 

performance decreases when there is a lot of noise and difficult 

to interpret. 

Naïve Bayes was implemented in the prediction system for 

heart disease [33]. Naïve Bayes is a classifier that has an 

independent assumption between features. On the Statlog heart 

dataset, naïve Bayes using features selected by Particle Swarm 

Optimization (PSO) achieved an accuracy of 87.91% [33]. This 

method is simple, fast, and highly scalable. The limitation of 

this method is it assumes that the attributes are independent, so 

there is a need for measuring the correlations among features 

before using Naive Bayes.  

K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) was implemented on the heart 

disease prediction system [34]. In the research, a correlation 

matrix was used to select the features, then training the model 

using a training dataset, and the prediction was performed using 

a test dataset. On the UCI heart disease dataset, K-NN produced 

an accuracy of 88.52% and sensitivity of 91.17% [34], which 

was higher than other classifiers, such as SVM, naïve bayes, 

and decision tree. This method is simple and robust to noise. 

However, it degrades the performance on a large dataset and 

requires large memory. 

B. Ensemble Learning 

Ensemble Learning is the aggregation of the prediction of 

multiple classifiers [35]. The aggregate result of multiple 

classifiers is less noisy than the individual classifier, which 

makes it more stable and robust. Ensemble improves the 

efficacy of the weak learners by combining it with strong 

learners. The ensemble learning method can produce better 

prediction compared to a single classifier [36]. It also can avoid 

over-fitting. However, it increases the complexity leading to a 

lack of interpretability. It is also computationally expensive. 

SVM with boosting technique was implemented to predict 

heart disease and outperformed other methods [35]. The 

ensemble method used was boosting applied on the SVM 

classifier. The method repeatedly ran on training data, then 

allowed the learned classifier to vote. On the Cleveland heart 

disease dataset, SVM with boosting technique achieved an 

accuracy of 84.81% [35]. Ensemble boosting can decrease the 

bias error. However, it tends to over-fitting and sensitive to 

outliers. 

Ensemble majority vote was applied on a prediction of heart 

disease and compared to other ensemble methods [36]. The 

Majority vote merges multiple classifiers by majority voting. 

From the Cleveland dataset experiment, the ensemble majority 

vote method with Naive Bayes, Bayes Net, Random Forest, and 

Multilayer Perceptron with the chosen features achieved an 

accuracy of 85.48%, higher than other ensemble methods [36]. 

The Majority vote can improve the accuracy of weak 

classifiers, but it is computationally expensive. 

Ensemble-based on distances for the K-NN method was 

proposed to predict heart disease [37]. In the experiments, the 

ensemble method implemented using three distances and five 

distances. Then, they added a weighted version based on the 

average accuracy of each distance using the K-NN method. The 

weighted 3-distance ensemble produced an accuracy of 

84.83%, which was the highest of other configurations [37]. 

This method is easy to implement, but there is a need to 

evaluate the optimal configuration for classification. 

Random forest is an ensemble that develops forests from 

some decision trees [38]. Classification is done by voting from 

each tree; then random forest chose the class that got more 

votes. On the Cleveland dataset, random forest produced 

accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of 87.50%, 86.67%, 

88.37%, which were higher than other methods [38]. The 

advantages of this method include the good performance 
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accuracy and the ability to avoid an over-fitting problem. The 

limitation of this method is that it has a slower computation. 

C. Hybrid Approach 

The hybrid approach generates a predictive model by 

merging two or more techniques [39]. The hybrid model can 

reduce the limitation of individual models and exploit their 

generalization methods [40]. Although the hybrid approach 

also uses information fusion concept like an ensemble, it has a 

slightly different way. The ensemble combines several 

homogeneous weak models, whereas hybrid combines 

heterogeneous machine learning approaches looking for a 

homogeneous solution [41]. Using a hybrid approach to predict 

heart disease can improve the predictive performance, but it 

depends on the combination of the techniques.  

A Hybrid Classifier with Weighted Voting (HCWV) was 

proposed for heart disease prediction [42]. The method 

employed nine classifiers to be trained on training data and 

evaluated the accuracy of each model on testing data. The 

models were arranged in ascending order based on the 

accuracy, then combined for ensemble into several 

combinations. The combinations were then ensembled again to 

predict the final output. This method achieved an accuracy of 

82.54% on the UCI heart disease dataset [42]. This method 

shows a good performance accuracy compared to single 

classifiers and ensemble classifiers. However, this method has 

more computation complexity because it uses a combination of 

multiple methods. 

A combination of Variable Precision Rough Set (VPRS) and 

Repeated Incremental Pruning Error Reduction (RIPPER) was 

implemented for detecting coronary heart disease [3]. The 

Cleveland dataset experiment using combined two rule mining 

methods, namely VPRS and RIPPER, with the features 

generated by VPRS feature selection resulted in accuracy, 

sensitivity, and specificity of 88.89%, 100%, 77.08%, 

respectively [3]. The combination of VPRS and RIPPER has 

better performance results than that of the individually 

separated method. This method can improve the quality of 

reasoning and increase performance, but this method is also 

increasing the complexity of the algorithm.  

The hybrid ensemble method was proposed for the 

prediction of heart disease [43]. This method combines initial 

features of samples and base classifier predictions to generate a 

new feature vector for the fuser classifier. The hybrid ensemble 

method produced accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of 96%, 

80%, 93% [43] on the SPECT heart disease dataset. The hybrid 

ensemble method produces better performance than the basic 

ensemble method. This method's limitation is that it depends on 

the classifier used as the base classifier and fuser classifier.  

Hybrid Random Forest with Linear Model (HRFLM) was 

implemented to predict heart disease [39]. The method 

combined the Random Forest and Linear method 

characteristics and used feature selection based on decision tree 

entropy to predict heart disease. HRFLM produced accuracy, 

sensitivity, and specificity of 88.47%, 92.8%, 82.6% [39] on 

the Cleveland dataset. This method improves the performance 

accuracy and has low classification error. However, this 

method also increases computational complexity. 

D. Deep Learning 

Deep Learning is a branch of machine learning that consists 

of high-level abstraction modelling algorithms on data using 

multiple processing layers [44]. The advantage of deep learning 

over traditional machine learning is that it avoids the need for 

feature engineering processes [45]. It has the capacity to 

execute feature engineering on its own. It also performs very 

well on a voluminous dataset. However, deep learning needs a 

lot of examples to learn a concept [46]. It is also 

computationally more expensive than traditional machine 

learning. 

Deep Neural Network (DNN) was implemented for the 

prediction of heart disease [47]. DNN uses the neural network 

concept with several layers, and each layer has several neurons. 

The model has four layers that consisted of an input layer, two 

hidden layers, and an output layer. On the Cleveland heart 

disease dataset, the deep neural network yielded an accuracy of 

83.67% [47]. This method has the ability to execute the feature 

engineering by itself but computationally expensive. 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) was implemented in the 

prediction of coronary heart disease [48]. RNN is a neural 

network where connections between hubs form a coordinated 

chart along with a temporal sequence. RNN can utilize internal 

memory to process sequences of inputs. RNN can handle large 

data and overcome delay and noise. RNN got an accuracy of 

more than 90% in coronary heart disease prediction using the 

dataset from the local city of the United States of America [48]. 

This method can handle arbitrary inputs and output lengths, 

remember every information through time, and utilize internal 

memory to process the arbitrary series of inputs. The limitations 

of this method include slow computation and prone to 

exploding and gradient vanishing problems. 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) was used in heart 

disease prediction [49]. The method consists of a convolutional 

layer, pooling layer, and fully connected layer. The 

convolutional layers convolve the input, the pooling layer 

reduces the dimensionality of input data, and the fully 

connected layer links every neuron in one layer to another layer. 

ReLu is used as an activation function in hidden layers, and 

sigmoid is used in the output layer for classification. In the 

research, CNN resulted in an accuracy of 85% for heart disease 

prediction [49]. It is higher than other algorithms, such as naïve 

Bayes and K-NN. This method automatically detects the 

important features and can be used with both structured and 

unstructured data. However, this method requires a lot of data 

and computationally expensive. 

The summary of the literature survey of classification and 

feature selection approaches for predicting heart disease and 

their performance accuracy for a given dataset can be seen in 

Table II at the end of this paper. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Feature selection can be used to choose the most relevant 

features and improve the performance of the predictive 

performance. Feature selection approaches include filter, 

wrapper, embedded, and hybrid method. A filter is 

computationally faster than other methods. Wrapper and 
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embedded can find optimal features that have dependencies on 

each other and interact with the classifier. The hybrid method 

combines several feature selection methods to get optimal 

results by exploiting each method's advantages. 

Classification is a data mining task that can be utilized to 

predict heart disease. Classification approaches include 

traditional machine learning, ensemble learning, hybrid 

approach, and deep learning. Traditional machine learning is a 

fundamental method that uses a specific algorithm to learn from 

the data and make a prediction. The ensemble learning 

aggregates the prediction of several classifiers to improve the 

performance of a single classifier. The hybrid approach 

combines two or more techniques to reduce individual models' 

limitation and exploit their generalization methods. Deep 

learning is an efficient method because it does not require a 

predetermined feature engineering process.  

As there is high mortality due to heart disease, early 

detection of heart disease is very helpful for patients and health 

professionals. Many researchers have been utilizing the 

development of information technology to develop a heart 

disease computer-assisted diagnosis system. This study 

contributes by reviewing the feature selection and classification 

approaches in predicting heart disease, which can be a 

consideration for future research in developing a heart disease 

computer-assisted diagnosis system. ‘xx’ 
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TABLE II 

SUMMARY OF LITERATURE SURVEY 

Classification Feature Selection Dataset Accuracy Ref. 

Neural Network Information gain Cleveland 
Training: 89.56%, 

Validation: 80.99% 
[13] 

SVM ReliefF Statlog 84.81% [14] 

SVM MRMR UCI 84.85% [15] 

SVM Filter-based Cuckoo 

Search Algorithm (CSA) 

Eric 89.90% 

[16] 

Hungarian 94.22% 

Statlog 94% 

Z-Alizadeh Sani 90% 

Naïve Bayes Echocardiogram 100% 

Linear Discriminant 

Analysis 
Genetic algorithm Cleveland 

89.07% for binary class, 

67.22% for multiclass 
[18] 

K-NN Forward selection NM* 78.66% [19] 

K-NN SBS Cleveland 90% [20] 

Neural Network ANN 
Ischemic Heart Disease dataset of 

Madras Medical College 

Training: 89.4%, Testing: 

82.2 % 
[22] 
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TABLE II (CONT’D) 

SUMMARY OF LITERATURE SURVEY 

Classification Feature Selection Dataset Accuracy Ref. 

Decision tree Gain ratio decision tree NM* 85% [23] 

PCA-SVM SVM-RFE UCI 88.24% [24] 

SVM PSO-SVM Cleveland 88.22% [26] 

Ensemble 
Hybrid ReliefF and 

Rough Set 
Statlog 92.59% [27] 

Naïve Bayes 
SVM-RFE and gain-ratio Cleveland 

84.1584% 
[28] 

Random Forest 84.1604% 

Decision tree - UCI 98.28% [31] 

Neural Network Logistic regression Cleveland 84% [32] 

Naïve Bayes PSO Statlog 87.91% [33] 

K-NN Correlation matrix UCI 88.52% [34] 

SVM with boosting - Cleveland 84.81% [35] 

Ensemble majority vote Brute force Cleveland 85.48% [36] 

Ensemble based on 

distances for K-NN 
- Cleveland 84.83% [37] 

Random forest - Cleveland 87.50% [38] 

Hybrid Classifier with 

Weighted Voting 
- UCI 82.54% [42] 

VPRS+RIPPER VPRS Cleveland 88.89% [3] 

Hybrid ensemble - SPECT 96% [43] 

Hybrid Random Forest 

with Linear Model 
Decision Tree Entropy Cleveland 88.47% [39] 

Deep Neural Network - Cleveland 83.67%  [47] 

Recurrent Neural 

Network 
- Local dataset 90% [48] 

Convolutional Neural 

Network 
- NM* 85% [49] 

NM*: Not mentioned in the research paper clearly. 
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